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KLDC IDEOLOGY
To setup and sustain a dialysis center dedicated
to poor and needy patients regardless of their
race and religion.
To Bring competent and empathetic care
Love & Hope to the less fortunate, ones who are
in great need of dialysis to prolong their lives.
To improve health and quality of life of
those living with kidney diseases.
To provide social responsibility towards the society.
To combine the best of quality and safety in dialysis.
To follow a perfect scheduling with the process
of wait listing eligible, interested patients
with timely reminders.
We are committed to the achievement and
maintenance of health care in dialysis.
We also have plans to extend to Nocturnal
Hemodialysis in the second Phase of expansion.

Contact

A Bhasker Reddy pmjf
Chairman KLDC
# 61, Dollar Hills, Chitrapuri Colony, Puppalguda, Hyd-104
98490 28935 | lionbhaskerreddy@gmail.com
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# 85, 1st Cross Rd, Vayupuri, Sainikpuri, Sec-bad -94
92465 27024 | katanguru.h@gmail.com

service is simple, It’s just not easy

when the I
is replaced
by WE
even ILLNESS
becomes
WELLNESS

KOMPELLA

LIONS DIALYSIS CENTER
a Unit of

LIONS LIFE CHARITABLE TRUST

ABOUT KLDC

The KOMPELLA LIONS DIALYSIS
CENTER (KLDC) is a Unit of Lions Life
Charitable Trust (LLCT), initiated after a
generous donation of 200sq yards plot by
Lion K. Ammana Sastrulu and Laxmi Devi
in support to his brother Lion K. Krishna
Murthy's desire to establish a dialysis
center, as mentioned in his election
manifesto to the chair of 2nd VDG of our
district.
KLDC is a rst of its kind run by lions of
District 320C with a rst class dialysis facility
offering services at affordable cost.
KLDC is an independent body with
electected executive board under LLCT.
The operations of KLDC are
exclusively monitored, executed and
reinforced by the KLDC executive board
independently.
It takes a lot of challenge to offer
services at affordable price with highly
trained staff to operate the most
advanced equipment. And that's what
KLDC is determined to offer with the
support of philanthropists like you all.
KLDC is also working towards
entering into MOU's with top Nephrology
hospitals in Hyderabad to provide with
advanced medical support, supervision
and guidance.

CHAIRMAN’S TWEET
We the Lions are always on foot to meet the
needs of local communities and the world at large.
The 1.45 million members of this worlds largest service
organization in more than 210 countries and
geographical areas unite with a core belief "We
make the community we live" and share a common
ideology " we Serve".
Lions Life Charitable Trust established during
the year 2015-16 in our district with all your support
has decided to take up the cause which was ably
supported by philanthropic family KOMPELLA and is
named as Kompella Lions Dialysis center.
We can achieve the impossible when we work
together is the strong motto which drives me to chair
the Kompella Lions Dialysis Center (KLDC). Kidney
failure is a life long disorder and dialysis is something
that these patients need to under go week after week
for duration of their life time. This brings families to a
nancial ruin meeting the expenses incurred on just
maintenance and not cure.
The dialysis facilities available in the city are not
at par with the growing demand. It is a known fact
that dialysis is an expensive process, where a session of
Hemodialys is costing between Rs. 800 to Rs. 3500
along with a host of medication like Erythropoietin
injection which is very costly.
KLDC is a project of all lions from the family of
District 320C. I strongly believe with an active support
by all of us we can make a dream a reality with large
hearted Philanthropists to helping us.
The team work and cooperation between
members is the only secrete in achieving KLDC
established. Thanks to the support of compassionate
individuals, lions who are willing to help in every other
way, to work together, to provide a holistic care at a
subsidized cost for the less fortunate suffering from
kidney disorders.
Critical success factor of this project is fund
raising and lions spirit of "We Serve”
Looking forward to walk hand in hand in
making KLDC “A pride of District 320C”

With Lionistic Regards
Lion A. Bhasker Reddy pmjf
Chairman
KOMPELLA LIONS DIALYSIS CENTER.

PATRON’S
PLATINUM

Rs. 5 Lakhs & Above

Rs. 3 Lakhs & Above

GOLDEN

DIAMOND

Rs. 2 Lakhs & Above

Rs. 1 Lakhs & Above

SILVER

PATRON Rs. 50 Thousand & Above

Rs. 25 Thousand & Above

DONOR

TRUSTEE

CLUB MEMBERSHIP

Rs. 50K
The Club which donates
Rs. 50K
Can Avail 3 Free
Dialysis Coupons per year

Note:
Cheque or DD
Can be drawn in favour of

“LIONS LIFE CHARITABLE TRUST”
Donations made to this attract 80G exemption
Donations below Rs. 25,000.00/- Can Be Directely Remitted to LLCT-KLDC

